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U. A. C. BUILDINGS UP TO 1902
: THE PERIODIC SYSTEM OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNI THE ELEMENTS
VERSARY

THE
CHEMISTRY
l i
(By J ohn Stewart)
CLUB The human mind is cont inualThe advanced students in
Chemistry fe lt the need of an
organization where the problems of chemistry both past and
present, could be discussed . For
th is purpose the U. A. C. Chemistry Club was organized . The
organization is made up of advanced st udents in chemistry
and chosen ones of the faculty
as honorary memb ers . Any student who has had the required
number of hour s in chemistry,
is eligib le to membership.
There are problems of today
that are of va st importance to
all the chemistry people. The
U. S. has been getting all of its
potash from Germany. On account of the present European
war she has put an embargo on
this product . Where is the U.
S. going to get its potash? This
ploblem the chemist must solve.
We must turn to our own resourc es. The radium suppl y of
th e world has been coming from
Aust ralia. There is more radium in Utah than has ever
veen discovered elsewhere. It
only remains for the chemist to
devise a means of getting the
(Continued

on page

six.)

JUN!£ 3-8

"Ha ,~ the.1·e any olcl fellow
mixecl with the boys?

got

ly engaged in attempts to reduce If there has, take him out, withthe great multiplicit y of facts
out making a noise.
and phenomena which it encoun- Hang the Almanac's cheat and
ters to simp le terms. It sets up
the Catalogue's spite!
as a self evident axiom the idea Olcl time is a liar! We're twenthat in all the universe there are
ty to-night!"
no two thing s exactly alike; yet
it proceeds to formulate all emWhile the A. C. is but an inbracing and fundamental laws fant compared with Harvar d
and theories. Then it proceeds to about
whose
gray-templed
point out the defects, insulticien- alumni Holmes wrote the quotcies and incon sistenc ies of these ed line s, yet the spirit of play,
theori es and laws, many of of comradeship,
of turnin g
which, unable to stand the strain back the clock hands, therein
fall by the wayside. Do we sub- contained, is descriptive of our
.iect our theories to unnecessar- reunions and alumni gatheri.ly severe strain? Or is the at- ing s. No college man ever
tempt to trace simplicity in the grows
old.
"Doctor"
and
complexity of nature necessarily "Judge," "Speaker" and "Mr.
doomed to failure? Are we war- ~fayor ," "Teacher "and "Agriranted in casting aside the idea culturist''-all
are boys when
of · a general relationship be- they come back to alma mater
tween phenomena because of 'for
commencement.
College
the fact that the relationship days really last forever; we are
may be only dimly discriminable perpetual freshies, sophs, junand incapabl e of exact mathema- iors, or seniors. "And someii.cal computation? If so, what is times I ask," continues Holm es,
the mathematically
exact de- "shall we ever be men? Shall
finition of man?
we always be youthful, and
The periodic syste m is due iaughing, and gay. Till the last
to one of th e efforts to discern dear compa nion drops smi ling
simplicity in the great complix- away?"
The dearest thing
ity. It has been subjected to 8 bout a "sheep -skin" is that it
(Continued

on page five)

(Continued

on Page Four)

MODERN
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The

J. P. Henson

An explosive may ·be defined
as a chemical compo und or
physical mixture, capable of
very rapid decomposition or
cJmbust ion, with the evolution
of inten se heat and a large
amount of gas, upon the app lication of sudden shock or a
sma ll amount of heat.
As nearly
all explosives,
caused by chemica l compounds,
are rapid oxidation processes,
they suddenly generate large
volumes of gas, which is heated
to a very high temperature at
t he time of its liberation.
The effectiveness of an exp loRive depends upon the volume
of tµe gas liberated, and temperatu.e attained at the moment of the explosion, the coefficient of expansion of the
gas, the degree if imperviou sness of the confining cavity, and
the rapidity with which it explodes.
Combu st ion of a closely confined explosive substa nce pro-

1-'AGE '!'WO

STUDEN'J' LIFE

duces such a great amount of are ·attached to keep the mixture is estimated that the temperaheat and pressure that the en- constantly stored. After thor- ture of the explosion is 6980°
tire mass is instantly
decom- ough mixing, the mixture
is C. and that the pressure produced is 28,75 tons or 57,506
posed with violence. In a simi- sifted and about 5 per centlar way, the application of a 6 per cent, by weight, of water pounds per square inch.
It is used to a small extent in
sudden high pressure to an ex- is added. It is then spread up on
plosive causes
instantaneous the bed of an incorporating mill medicine, as a blasting agent, as
com bu ·tion. This latt er form is where under a number of three one of the strong exp losives in
known as detonation, and in ton rollers it is processed for the modern torpedo and marine
pract ice is brought about
by from three to six hours. Dur- mines.
the exp losion of a very sma ll ing this process water is conGUNCOTTONis cellulose hex - ilves a distinctive Individuality
amount of some violent explo- stan tly being added in sma ll ani tra te with some of the lower to your correspondence.
We are
sive, e. g., fulminate of silver amounts to avoid exp losions. nitrates of cellulose. It was featu r ing a handsome package of
fine
quallty
pape
r
and
envelopes.
The mass coming from t he in- discovered by Schoenbein
or mercury.
in Each sheet bas you r initial stamp,,
Of the host of explosives corporati ng mill is broken to a 1846. To look at it you would ed In gold.
found in use in the world to- fine meal, pressed into a thick hardly be able to distinguish it
day, both in industrial lines and rake in hydrau lic presses, then from ordinary
cotton, except
It will give us pleaaure to ahow
you U.!s package.
We are ■ ta~
in war, ordinary black powdet, passed through three sets of perhaps that it is more brittle.
toothed
rollers,
separated
by
nitroglycerine· and gun cottoP.
It is produced by dipping or- tioners tor particular people.
va
riou
s
size
sieves
into
the
difare perhaps the most used. 111
dinary cotton into a mixture of
th is lecture I shall be able to ferent grades. The granules of I part of nitric acid and 3 parts
powder are then glazed with of sulphuric acid and subsetreat briefly the manufacturl
and use of but these three ex- graphite in revolving wooden quent washing in water cutting
drums.
After drying and a and taring under water into
plosives.
GUNPOWDERis a mechanical final sifting the powder is ready fhort, loose fibers.
THE REXALL STORE
mixture composed of potassium for market.
For military
purposes the
nitrat e, su lphur and carb1J11 Its chie~ uses a_re in sport ing pu lp is dried and pressed into
various forms. The German
(charcoal).
It was discoYercrl guns and m blastmg .
in the fourteenth ce!'tury hy a
The standard
U, S. black guncotton, used in t he big guns
If you buy your
German monk at Freiburg, and powder, contains 75 pe,r cent in the present war, is pressed
first used at the batllP of Cm.:, potassium nitrate, 15 per cent into tape-like strips which are
1346, and again at Augsbur, in charcoal and 10 per cent sul - cut to the desired length and
1353.
phur.
tied in bundles of a size to fit
The pressure
produced
by the bre ech of the guns. The
Only the pm·est materials
the explosion of a closely con- American powder is pressed inarc used in its manufacture
The charcoal is made from well fined mass of black powder is to sticks varying from the diseasoned soft woods, ,~. g., wil- about 44 tons or 6400 atmos- ameter of tooth picks and one
It's sure to be right
inch long_ to the diamet~r of I
low, poplar, alder, which have pheres per square inch.
Special inducements to
been stored in a dry ro(lrn for
NITROGLYCERINE
was discov- broom sticks _ and 3-5 mc~es
Students.
at least two years before being fred by Nobe l in 1847. He be- long, dependmg UJ)on the size. _
carbonized.
The carboni~.alion gan its manufacture on a large of the gui! for which prepared.
is carried on in lar ge ~beet iron sca le in 1864, but owing to its These _sticks are perforated
DO YOUR BANKING WITH
cases which are heated to 350o great sens itive ness, numerous lengthwise by . small h_oles, the
-500o C in large iron retor ts. explosions occurr ed during t he num~er and ~1ze vary _mg mathAfter cooling and allowing of two years that followed. In cmahca lly _with the size of the
sufficien t time for the atsorp- 1866, µowever, Nobel invented gun m which used, and so. arLOGAN,UTAH.
tion of oxygen to avoid sr,on- <lynamite by absorbing
nitro- ranged that the powder _will be
taneous combustion, the carb,,n- g-lycerinc in diatomaceous earth, comp letely . decomposed Just as
Under United States Government.
ized wood, charcoal, is gronnd the form in which it is most the pr0Ject1le thrown reaches
Supervision.
to a fine powder, and with tl-c widely used today.
the m~uth of the _gun. "This is
sulphur and potassium nitrate
Nitroglycerine is produced by th ~ prmciple which enables . a Member Federal Reserve Bank.
mtroduced into the mixing ma- the action of concentrated nitric thirty thousand. ton battl e~h1p
chine , a large gun-metal cyli11- acid upon glycerine with the to fire a b_roa~s1de of _suffic,_ent
H. E. CROCKETT
rler which revolves around a elimination of water wh ich is force to hft 1tsel_f thirty feet
Cashier
shaft to which numerous arms taken up in concentrated
su l- out of the water 1f the foot------------phuric ac id.
In practice
3 pounds e~pended were used in
parts of concentrated
nitric th at way.
ART DEALERS
acid and 5 parts of concentrat A German "tape"
or an
Hcatlqua1:t crs for the Famous
eel sulphuric acid are mixed and American "grain", as the sticks
llAUEU, SCHILLER
AND
-----For----allowed to cool. Glycerine of are called, may with perfect
POOLE PIANOS.
sp. gr. 1.262 is the n allowed to safety be "lighted with a match
VICTHOLASnncl HECORDS
Fine Candies. Ice
flow slowly into the mixture 2nd held in the hand whi le it
Our Specialty
l~vcrything J{nown in
which is cooled, by a blast of ~putter~ after the manner nf a
SHEET MUSIC
Cream, Sherbetts
cold air entering at the bottom Rulphur match."
the container.
The temperGuncotton is a much ,~1\,Hgcr
The Thatcher Music of
-----And----ature must be kept at about 200 explosive than
nitroglycerine.
Company
C. to avoid exp losions in the It is easily detonated 11nless it
GOOD SERVICE
factory.
The nitro-glycerine contains about 14 per cent - l6
3 9 South Main Street
formed sinks to the bottom of per cent water. It is in this
LOGAN,UTAH.
1he vat. It is drawn off, washed latter form that it is used for f3 Sponge Bath
Shower Bath,!!
Revera] times with water and military purposes.
Ladles' and Gent's Shoe Shine
~nally with dilute sodium car About four million pounds of
ARIMO TONSORIALPARLOR
bonate to free it from any trace southern cotton goes to the
J . A. Dowdle, Proprietor
of acid. It is then ready for manufacture of guncotton every
A. J. Bench
use,
year in the United States, to
Ladles' Massage Give n Special
Attention
Nitrog lyce·rine is a pale yel-· say nothing of the enormous
17 6 North Main, Logan, Utah
\ low poisonous liquid with a quantities used ' for th is purpose
~
Rweetish taste. It freezes at so in foreign countries .
C. and thaws again at 120 C.
Jack ancl JlllENGLISH DEPART~ IEN'l'
It explodes at 1800 C. which
\Vent hunting
flowers
Th ey sto 1>Jle daccounts for the many serious
Wben they tound ours.
accidents resulting from trying "Mary had a Thoma s cat,
to thaw dynamite
on a hot
It warbled like Caru~n.
Cache Valley Floral Co.
stove or camp fire . Nitro- A neighbor swung a bcueball we deliver.
Phone 378 w .
glycerine is a much stronger
bat7 o2 North 9th East
explosive than black powder. It
Now Thomas ·doesn't do so." L'-''--------------'

RITERSAYS
INITIAL
Stationery

R"1ter
Brothers
Drug Co.

II

Furniture, Carpets
And Rugs at

Spande
furniture
Co.

I

F1'rst
Natt'onal
Bank

-- -

MURDQCKS

STUDENT
CENTENNIA r,
ALUMNI COMMITT EES

Q ARTER

I

The following
committees
tiave been appointed
to take
eharge of the Alumni celebration to be held here June '7-8:
General-E.
G. Peterson, '04,
Robert Stewart, '02, John T.
Caine III, '03, Lizzi e McKay
Hill, '09.
Permanent Finance-Jo s. E.
Shepard, '94, John H. Bankhead, '97, Violet Greenhalgh,
'l.-1, Ray B. West, '04, L. R.
Humpherys, '12.
Publications-George
R. Hill,
Jr., '08, Ray B. West, '04, 0. J.
P. Widtsoe, '97, Geo. B. Caine,
'12, Aaron Olsen, '07.
Invitation-John
T. Caine,
'!!4, Jos. E. Shepard, '94, John
L. Coburn, '04.
Music-Geo.W. Thatcher, '14,
L. M. Winsor, '11, Asa Bullen,
'10, Amanda Holmgren
Santschi, '02, Phoebe Nebeker Peterson, '13.
Class Meetings-W.
D. Beers,
'!)9, George Stewart, '13, Edgar
Brossard, '11, Byron Alder, '12,
John Sharp, '14.
Antiques-2
p. m. June 7.John T. Caine, '94, Lewi s A.
Merrill, '95, J. R. Thomson, '96,
Anna Beers Petty:, '98, Heber
Carver, '08.
Old Time Pictures-8
p. m.
June 7.-Wm.
Peterson,
'99,
Harold Hagan, '14, C. W. Porter, '05, C. F. Brown, '03, RosE
Homer Widtsoe, '00.
Huyowat-9 :30 p. m. June 7
-Wm. Peterson, '99, A. Ra y
Irvine, '98, Jos. E. Shepard, '94,
J. Edward Taylor, '05, C. N.
Jensen, '08.
Banquet and Ball-June
8.Wm. E. Carroll, '09, Eugene
Santschi, '08, Bert L. Richard s,
'13, Nan Nibley Bullen, '11,
Claire Parrish, '11.
THE

'l'\VENTY-FIFTR
SARY

<r.ontinued

ANNIVER-

tf"om P'2"1! one)

certifies to the fact that Jam es
Ebenezer Alexander Smith h as
drunk from the fountain
of
youth.
The twenty-fifth anniversary
of the founding of the U. A. C.
is to be, in addition to the regular commencement, essentially a home-coming of the "boys
and the girls" to the home on
the hill. The lecture, formality
and stiffness of all kinds ar e
tabooed; in their place,-banquets, vaudeville
( of college
!!'rade) dancing, sing-ing of the
old songs by the old and the
young, pageants and picture s,
and so on ad infinitum. A time
of frolic, play, renewing friend~hips, · growing
unconsciou sly
(the only kind worth while and
pleasant to take,) living , r ea l
living-. The whole U. A. C. po nulation, past and present, is
helping make thi s anniversary
cake which all are to eat.
The strength and greatness of
the College are reveal ed only at
commencement when the lives

she has built are on exhibition :
twenty-five years of character
building, of man-culture! "Utah
you have given me in twentyfive years," says the college, "so
much money, so many boys and
gir ls as raw mat er ial. This is
what I have done with them.
Yes, there will also be a seri ous, touc hing side to the twenty fifth anniversary!
A tentative program follows,
the parts of which will be described in detail in subsequent
issues of Student Life.
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E verything a Drug Store Should Have

RUDOLPH DRUG co.
- - - - - - Logan

123 North Main
..,,
BATH

SHINE

'

THE MODER BARBER SHOP
We Shall Appreciate .Your Trade
13 W EST

CARLISLE

CENTER

& GUDMUND,!ON
/. J

PROGRAM

Friday, June 4th, 8 p. m.The Right Prices
The Right Goods
Kollege Kommers.
Saturday, June 5th, 1 p. m.Evening class and Frat. Reunions.
Sunday, June 6th, 11 a. m.LOGAN
A RIMO BLOCK,
Bacca lau r eate Sermon; 8 p. m.
-Musica l Concert.
Monday, 10 a. m.-Senior
Exercises;
2 p. m.-Alumni
[~~§i
fFIT'
illlui lr illlll1l
[cdlll1l
~~o ~(G~ [[l'(eru)[llJl)o
Progra m ; 8 p. m.-Alumni
Stereopticon.
MADE PERFECT BY
Tuesday, June 8th, 11 :15Commencement Exercises; 6 p.
129 N MainSt. Parties Served
n1.-Banquet;
9 p. m.-Grand
,_
/.
Ball.
General committee
of ar - :Vou arc Sut'C to Pl ease Your Lady, if you Pre sent He r with a
Boqu et of Cut l lowc 1·s from
rangements:
Prof. Ray B.
West, chairman; Prof. George
FLORAL COMPANY
E
MARVOLD
TH
W. Thatcher, Prof. F.R. Arnold,
J•Jants,
Seeds
Dea lc 1·s in all JGntls of Cut Flowers,
and
Bulbs.
Prof. N. A. Pedersen, Prof. EuFree Delivei·y.
P hon e 711
121 N 01•tlr Muin.
gene Santschi, Jr., Prof. Rhoda
SPECIAL RATES TO S'J'UDENTS
B. Cook, Miss Sarah Huntsman,
Miss Char lotte Kyle, Mr. A. C.
Carr in gton, Mr. H. R. Hagan.
..,,
'
A Present That Will Please----Y our Pro trait

At

Knitting
Fonnesbeck
Works
-

-

-

'

F. W. Jensen

11

Tl:IE

you Want
We h ave the Style an d Mountings
at the Prices
Want tc Pay.
Our Stock Is the Last Word In the
Latest.
Let Us Show You.

'05 IHJUNION

. Ten years have passed since
the members of the class of 1905
parted with a p ledge to return
to the College for a class reunion in 1915. Since then the
entire Alumni Association has
voted on the question of decennial class reunions
and each
class ha s given assurance of it s
support in the plan to meet once
in ten years.
Members of the '05 class are
wide ly scattered.
It will require quite an effort and a sa crifice of time and money for
the class to meet next Jun e;
but judging from the results of
a preliminary canvas ninety-five
percent of the members will
~tr ill into Log an on or before
June 7th.
The class president, J. T. Jardine, of Washington, D. C., ha s
asked C. W. Porter, of Berkeley
to make arrangements
for the
meeting. A list will be published in the near future giving the
nam es of all who will be there.
Will John H. Smith kindly send
his address to Student Life for
the benefit of classmates who
rlesire to communicate
with
him?
CLASSOF 1913
All members of the class of
l 913 a r e expected at the ir class
reuni~n thi~ year. Please write
your mtent10ns.
Any person who know s th e
correct address (for May, 1915)
of any of the following will confer a favor by sending it at once

,YOU

THE LOVELAND STUDIO
OPPOSITE

THE

POSTOF~'ICE

/.

to George Stewart, U. A. C., Logan, U tab:
Theron W. Bennion, Asahel W.
Bur ke, Marie Carlson (m a r- We have the negatives
rJ.ed), Charles F. Han sen, Hy- year's Buzze r.
Let
rum J. Hartvig sen, Norman
some duplicate
pictures
Jensen, John I. Lauritzen, Ar- from them.
ncld L owe, Robert W. McMulDid you get a group
lin, E rnest Mohr, Harry s.
your fraternity?
Reed, Samuel Van Tunk s.

STUDENTS

--~-

Dr. Thomas.-"What
is the
Hague Tribunal?"
St ud ent.-"Th e Hague Tribunal a r-"
say 't he
Dr. Thomas.-"Don't
Hag ue Tribunal are', use 'is.'"
St ud ent .-" Th e Hagu e Tribunal is bitrates nati onal controversy."

---

Smal 1 Boy.-Mamma,
what is
that yo u can hea r ?
Mam ma.-Wh y my boy those
are the U. A . C. chim es.
With out
say ing
anything
more t h~ boy procured an ir on
and
tied
it
to
the
door
spoon
knobs o t hat he could make it
rin b y opening and closing the
doo~ "Now , mamma," he sa id,
"I h~ve better chimes ."

I

T HE OAMERA CLUB HIK E

Ave ry enjoyable canyon hik e
was ta ken by the Camer a Club
Sunday.

ror
us

las t
make
for you

photo

of

Torgeson Studio
Meeting early with lun ches
and cameras, the party proceed(c:d along
unfrequented
and
Rhady paths into the canyo n.
Pict ure taking was the order of
the day. Many novel snaps
were taken of wood nyhpms,
boating scenes, delightful
old
rambly cabins, games, exquisite
liits of spring scenery and oth ers too numerous to mention.
A dainty lunch was served in
the midst ·of a beautiful wood land dell, which was folloyed by
a rest and pictures
of camp
Rcenes.
The hike was thorough ly enjoyed by all and the wish for
another and longer one soon,
was expressed bv many.
A MEMBER .

-

I

"

I

STUDENT
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piness, they filleth mine sleep -.,,
with nightmares, my soul crieth
out in anguish.
Published
Weekly
by the Students
S1wely goodness ancl mercy
ot Utah Agri'}ultural
College.
have forsaken me foi· the clays
Entered as second-class matter r,f 1ny life, ancl I shall dwell in
September 19, 1908, at the postofflce the valley of misery forever.

'

~ tubentJLtfe

'

Here

at Logan, Utah,
March, 1879."

under

the Act

of

~HJ\\'

College Delivery is made from Student Life Office, Room 276.
Earl

Printed by
Publishing
Logan, Utah

& England

Co.
·

.l~d itm •-in- Chicf

Editors

A. E. PALMER
JOHN BENSON
r,oca ls nml Socials
JOHN SHARP
Athletics
ALBERT FORDHAM

<hal't c r Mc mb c1·s

ol'

the

Chcmistr.l

1;,on

CHRMISTitY

DEPAR'l1;\ll~NT

NATHAN THATCHEH
Associate

HOM]~

'

Club
Nathan Thatcher, president; .A. E.
Palmer, vice president; Clyde Strat-

The students in Chemistry,
Physics and Bacteriology
are
rej oicing over the construction
of a new building on the College campus which is to be occupied by these departments.
The building will· have three
tloors and a small basement .
The first floor will be occupied
by the physics department and
will contain a large elementary
laboratory, two advanced labor atories and a research laboratory. Besides these, there will

be

1
5
~ft'.11~~c~~~ar?i~a;P,
~. ~~~ ~\~·ri!t
the
0 !~

a

storeroom,

a

dark room

of the because
building some
as well
as do
in
front,
people
enter ~r?m the rear. ProJ!Cl'
auth_onties would do well to 111vest1gated.
HAVE PATJ:F.~TCE

CLOTHES

form the "back bone" of this store's fine stock. Any impar tial expert will tell you that they are the fine st clothes made
· by anyone. You positively cannot get them any place but
here At our "greater va lue prices" they're truly economical.

HOWELL

for

ter:
the The
regular
hp
water besides
and sinks.
physical
laboratory will also have direet
and alternating
currents
of
electricity.
This offers excellent opportunity for work in
these branches of science.
Some of ·th eadvanced students are glad they have anoth!'l"
year in which to use the nev ·
building, and some of the sen10rs are sorry they graduate so
soon.
The other departments
are
Hlso glad to get rid of these bad
smells, and leaky pipes, resulling in plaster falls.

every man fuH credit for the possession of good business judgment, we
know that a Jow price without high
quality offers no inducement to purchase and -that to make cJaims in our
advertiseme nt that are not substantiated by our merchandise is rank f oJJy.

KUPPENHEIMER

study of light, a locker
•""• A. T. Barrett,
c. E. Cotter, .room, two offices and large
wenneth
Burt,
Albert
Fordham.
class room fitted with elevated
~r_v_1n_g_H_a_r_m_o_n_,
_J_es_s_e_R_ob_i_n_so_n_.
-seats for 108 persons. The seVolume XIII.
Number 30. cond floor will have four chemP,• id ny, AJ>ril 30, 1015.
ical laboratories-one
for general chemistry, one for organic
WHO IS TO BLJULE
and two for analytical chemLet us call the attention of istry,
a chemical storeroom
..
j and a large class room.
!he college authorities
to •1
The Experiment Station labnuisance found at the entranc e oratory will be on the third
of the College dairy. For a Joni:: floor, which will also be occu
time very nauseating
odor~ pied by the Bacteriology
dehave been emiting from tre partment, having three
SIT'all
sta le mi lk and wash water laboratories
for
this work.
-which fa ils to flow into the There will also be threP private
drai n pipe as was planned at laboratories on this flo'>r.
the time the pavement was !~id.
The equipment of the build It appears _that some attent:on ing will be ideal. All laborashould be given to t~e arrange- 1.ories will have gas, compressc,d
ment of the campus m the rear air exhausts and distilled wa~~ 1

in the Live Store we give

i
ii

BROTHERS

Logan's Foremost

Clothiers

I

SERVICE

I

Farmers & Merchants

Bank

Savings

I

',

:

'

I
Ii
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1,
=
_
stituted to bring the prize into ;-----------!he school. We need juS t such
things ast _h_is_.__

-

Listen
Students

Klassy Kollege

l'EHIWIGS
Eu;c 1: oi>PICERS
The wholesale slaughter
of
Last Sunday afternoon
the
the Experiment Station approPeriwig club met at the Delta
priations by the Governor, has
Nu fraternity house and elected We are making our way by selltng
made it nec essary to ask the
their officers for next year. you the best TAILOR-MADE
public to be patient _with the
CLOTHES at ready made prices.
Lowry
Nelson was re-elecated
stat ion officers in their seeming
some individuality
about
president,
with Louise Ogden as Have
negl ect of the steps of the stayou and look like a man . Give
vice president. De Lore Nichols us a chance.
tion building. The steps are in
manager; Ruby Wolf secretary;
a real dilapidated state. Time
STIEFEL HARRISON
Nathan Thatcher public ity man
and patience, however, may ef St. John 's Club, Logan.
and Miss Huntsman, Prof. Peface all · bad impressions
and
dersen, Lowry Nelson, Morrell '-------------~
perhaps the next Governor will
A local physician has ~ignifi- Powell and Leora Thatcher as
grant means wherewith to make
ed his willingness to give a membership committee.
the proper repairs.
~early prize of fifty dollars for
The future of the club looks
Who's Your Tailor
'l' \\ r"F.NTY-THlRO
PS,\L:\f
OP TRl1~ any meritorious
mental contest good. The new corps of of SBNIOns
which the U. A. C. may intro- ficers will outline the program
duce. We now have prizes given 1as far as possible this spring
The chimes am my hoodoo. for debating
and oratorica l for next year. An excellent
! 8hall not want them moi·e. work but nothing for written program
will
be prepared.
36 West 1st North
Th, •1; maketh me to rise in re- work. We . suggest
that the Watch the Per iwigs . Its a liv,e
bell: on, they leadeth me beside prize be given for the best orig- bunch.
1·oai·ing wate1·s. They re.~toreth inal thesis written by any un-·
my anguish and leacleth me , in dergraduate.
Ji;NTOMOIJOGY
This would stimpaths of un1·ighteousness fo1· ulate the students
to greater
WILLIAM CURREL~
Dr. Titus.-"What
a wonpity's sake. Yes, though I walk effort in their thesis
writing derful creature the grasshopper
(The Rexall Transfer
Man)
through the valley of -~leep and and make them more careful of is; he can jump
Calls Answered Promptly.
a hundred
;·est I hear them e1•er, fo,· they their English and subject mat- times its length."
Plwnu 12-"The
llexall Store"
do follow me. Thefr tin and ter.
Phone 456 W-Resldence.
The executive committee
Davidson.-"That's
nothing.
thefr brass they do haunt me. of the student body should in- I once saw a bee raise a two
Prices Reasonab le.
Th ey prepai·eth a hell before me vestigate the offer of our friend hundred pound man three feet
LOGAN, UTAH.
in the moment of unusual hap- and see that some actjvity is in- in the air."
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STUDENT LIFE
'.!.'HE PERlODlO
SYS'.rEM 01"
THE ELE~lENTS
(Continued

from page one)

great strain, a strain which has
almost broken it down; but it
st ill survives, although it is now
recognized that the properties
of the elements are not perodic
functions of the stomic weights
alone as they were formerly supposed to be. It was recognized
by the founders of the system.
Newlands, Mendeleeff, and Meyer in 1864 and 1869 that the periodic nature of the relationship
was not so planily discernible as
to be capable of being reduced
to mathematical terms.
Our seasons, spring, summer,
autumn, and winter are periodic
functions of time, or of the
earth's revolution around the
sun. This is one of the functions
which are capable of exact math
ematical computation.
Spring
follows spring at equal intervals
of time, on the average, century
after century. Yet we sometimes
have an early spring, or a long
winter, and it is impossible to
tell just when the coldest weather will occur next winter, or the
warmest weather next summer .
y et no one denies , because of
these individual strayings from
math ematica l grace, that spring
and winter are periodic. The difficulty of reducing natural pheno
mena (the periodic system ineluded) to exact :nathematical
formilae lies in the fact that no
one ca.use is operating alone to
produce the effects we see. Even
the simplest effects is apparently complex and. the result of
complex causes. Besides, the infinitely small is beyond our powers of measurement on the one
hand like the infinitely large is
on the other. We can measure
best, and apparenly understand
best, those things which are of
approximately our own size. We
have no difficulty in seeing and
understandin g the spaces between the trees of a forest, but
we can not see the spaces between the molecules of water.
We a,re approximately of the
same size as the trees of the for est. If we were of molecular
~ize and endowed with the sense
of vision, the ,spaces between
the molecule s would probably be

and careful investigation of the
atomic weights. If the tomic
weights is the only factor which
determines the position of an
element in the sytem, then argon and potassium should change
places, so also should tellurium
and iodine. But the chemical pro
perties of these elements will
not allow such a change to be
made, so with respect to them
the fundamental basis of tile
system fails completely . But
these individual
discrepancies
are not sufficient to cause us to
abandon the sytem as a whole.
any more than an early spring
would make us abandon the idea
that spring is a periodic function of time. There is always the
possibi lity of unknown factors
at work which modify the effects of the one cause we are
investigating.
Notwithstanding
the extremely careful investiga.tion of the a.tonic weights of tilJurium and iodine, the possibilit y of error from unknown
causes, possibly closely similar
elements, is not excluded, but
only rendered increasingly improbable.
The idea that mass alone does
not determine chemical properties is thus forced upon us. But
matter at rest can be found nowhere in the universe. It might
be presumed that chemica l effects which we see are a result
of this state of motion as well
as of the mass. That is, energy
is involved in chemical phenomena as well as mass. So some
of the leading chemists at the
present time consider the electrical content (or state) of the
elements as being a determining
factor in the manifestations of
its properties. Thus, they say
electrical content, or valence, detrmines the position of an element horizontally in the system
and mass determines its position
vertically. Ferrous iron and ferric iron have the same atonic
weight but different valences;
i. e. different electrical content,
and are almost as differen, as
two elements. They would therefore occupy two different positions horizontally in the table.
Likewise monovalent copper and
divalent copper,
;nonovalent
gold and trivalent gold, etc. The
writer suggests that the pro-
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The
Survival
of the
Fittest
TRIED IN THE FURNACE
OF
competition
and
subjected
to
the test of years of practical
use on nearly 2,000,000
farms
the world over, the De Laval
has
proved
its overwhelming
superiority
to all other cream
separators .
TWENTY YEARS AGO THERE
,vere as many makes of factory
as of faram separators,
but for
the past ten years the De Laval
has had this field almost to itself, 98 per cent of the cream
separators
in use by creamerymen and market
milk
dealers
today
being of the De Laval
rnake.

IT HAS TAKEN
THE
INEXperienced farmer a little longer
to sort the true from the untrue, the wheat from the chaff,
in the maze of conflictory
cata •log and local dealer
separator
claims, but year
by year
the
ever-increasing
proportion
of
farm separator
buyers is reaching the same conclusion as the
rreameryman - that the De Laval
is the c-nly cream separator they
can afford to buy or use.
MANY OTHER
CREAM SEPAr a tors have come into th~ lime-

light of publicity for a few short
months or a few short
years,
claiming to be "as good as" or
"cheaper" than the De Laval, but
their users have sooner or later
found them lacking in some one
respect or another,
and
ev~n
where a few have
seeming ly
done well their users have come
to learn that the DeLaval was a
still better machine.
THE UNFIT OR THE LESS FIT
cannot possibly survive tor long
in separators
or anything
else.
Think of all the separators
you
used to see advertised
so extravagantly in your favorite
farm
pa .pers. Where nre
they
now?
Wl1y do you seldom, if at ail, see
their names mentioned?
Simply
because the fitest must
survive
and the others must fall out or
the race .
THE
DE LAVAL
HAS
TRIumphed o.ver all other s~parators, and its supremacy
is now
a lmost as firmly established
in
farm as in factory separators
becaus e its separating
system, design and construction
are
essentially different from and su- ·
perior to other separators .

E LAVAL SEPARA TOR COMPANY

The D

105 n,•oadwu.y, New Y,wk.
20 E. Madison St., Chicago.
BRANCHES
AND LOCAL AGENffiES
THE WORLD OVEJ ,
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Besitl.,s be difficulty of reduc- pend on themselves alone, but _ ~- -- ing the periodic syste:n as a that their environment is fully the theory that it is appropriate 1,,,,.------------.,
whole to mathematical
simpli - ,as important if not a more imcity, the system has received portant factor. What properties that there be a gradual transitiscme severe jolts of a more spe- would one atom existing alone orr fr om strongly electro negacific nature, jolts which have in the universe exhibit?
tive elemnts like fluorine w /
c. TROTMAN, · Prop.
left deep scar s. The foundation
Another strain for the perio- strongly electro-positive ones . SHOES ELECTRICALLY
REof the system was first severe ly die system came in 1895 to 1900 like sodium rather
than an PAffiED WHILE YOU WJ\.IT.
shaken by tellurium and iodine, as a result of the discovery of abrnbt transition.
Most chem· ·40 North, 1st West
by osmium, iridium, and platin- argon, helium, iron, krypton and ists accept this disposition of
FREE DELIVERY
um, by n'ickel and cobalt, and by xenon. These elements exhibit them without much complaint,
argon and potassium. Dilligent no valence and no chemical ac- but nevertheless they still form ---------------investigation
of the atomic tion.There was no place for them J something of a stumb ling block. these it has been ougg- t d th t
weights has served to_ smo?t h in the table,. and if they h~d , Again a nu!1'1ber of rare ele- mor 'th~
•. ~. _es e
a
out some of these d1fficulbes, Inever bee,1 discovered the peno- ' ments, some sixteen or more, ap- ~
one """.,':mt may ocespecially the one created by I <liesystem would never have sug , parently all closely related ana .-(upy the same place m the table.
osmium, iridium and platium; gested to anyone that they be resembling aluminum and other Also the sug-gestion has been
but that created by tillurium looked for. They were soon ac- of the "earthly elements", can made that these rare elements
and iodin e and argon and potas-J comodated in the table by plac- 1not as yet be acommodated in be all placed in the same column
sum has refused to yield to long ing the:n all in a new column, on the table. In connection with in the table, but that among

I Lan d"·1sShoe Shop '
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themselves they form a minia- growing larger, but the addition
ture periodic system within the of a few metors to the earth
regular system. They are still '.does not make
a visibly new
Special attention Given to the
awaiting a more acceptable dis- earth of this globe of ours. But
Scientific Fitting of Glasses
position.
if the earth were to sweep up
Some thirty-seven radioactive anot~er mass of mat_ter of apclcments discovered in recent proximately ,ts own size, we unyears also form a sore spot on doubtedly woul~ have some radith{. system. Many of these have cal changes takmg place. Would
different atomic weights but can I this be. a large scale examp le of
Practice Limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
not be distinguished
from one a chemical phenomenon?
another ch€mically. Such are
Imperfect though the periodic
OFFICE IN ARIMO BLOCK.
Office
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p. m.
called isotopies.
Considering syst €m may be, there can be no
each set of isotopes as only one doubt but that a fundamental
chemical element, the difficulty law is there shown in operation,
of disposing of the thirty seven which we can only dimly trace
is reduced so that places for on- because its effects are obscured
Jy ten are required at present. by the operation of other laws.
But so far the ten have not been But if this were the only examYOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY BUYING YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
accommodated.
pie in nature of periodic functiAND STATIONERY AT
Aside from all reference to ons, its defects would probably
WILKINSON'S .
the periodic system, t~e last p_ar- ~au_s~ its_abondonment .. But pe!agraph contains an mterestmg 10d1c1ty1s very consp1~u~us m
THEY ALWAYS HAVE WHAT YOU WANT.
fact; viz, certain substances of some phenomena and d1stmctly
Across the Street from Post Office.
different atonic weights are in- traceab le m others. The move- ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~•
distinguishable chemica lly. This ,nents of the planets and their .,
means that the atoms of chemic- satelites from a great distance
At last we have a razor
good enough to
al elements are not of constant the planets would appear to
mass. This fact was pointed out swing back and forth like a penGuarantee
for Life
by Sir Wm. Crookes some thirty dulum, with the sun near the
five years ago, long before the center of the swing. So, also, in
discovery of radio activity, but h_uman history periodicity is diswas entirely'. unheeded by the tmctly tracable.For some ~fteen
scientific world at the }ime, as hundred years or more pnor to
pioneer work generally is. The the 5~h cent'!ry A. D. there_ Vl;'as
fact was re-discovered by Soddy a period of mtellectual activity
a few years ago. This fact sug- which was followed by a thousgests that the phenom~na which and year period of_ compa~atlve
Sizes and shapes to fit any face and adapted to any beard.
-:-~R SALE EY-we recognize as chemical, takes •ntellectual stagnat10n. This has
place only between masses of been followed by another period
Cache
Valley
Drug
Co., 79 N. Main, Logan.
matter of · approximate ly the 1f mental activity and increase
same size. So in the peroidic sys- 'n knowledge which is continutem we find it increasingly dif- ing at the present time. Will this
ficult to trace periodicity among be followed by another period of
the elements of high atonic mental lethorgy?
weight. Here a slight change of
TRE CHE)lISTRY
CLUB
mass, being insignificant in rela~ Why p;)y more for your CL~~:!"1•.~~& SHOES ~
tion to the total mass, produces
(Continued from page one)
no detectable chemical phenomena. So, also, in the paraffin element from its ores. These -Whenyoucan
series of hydrocarbons the addi- fire just two instances of mod.Buy for less at
,z,✓,
t ion or subtraction
of CH2 ern importance. .Besides this,
COME AND BE CONVINCED
inakes a very noticeable change there is a lot of research work •
in properties of the hydrocar - being done along the lines of
bones of low molecular weight, physical chemistry-theory
of
but as the molecular weigh in- rnlutions, etc., which can be recreases the addition or sub- viewed profitably in a club comtraction
of CH2 produce s posed of students in chemistry.
only
a
diminishingly
vis- The club also aims to visit all of art, founded on t he science of (I OUR STOCK OF FURpsychology, and so is teaching,
ible eect, and this eect grad- the manufacturing
plants that
(I
N I T U RE, CARPETS,
ually
becomes
indetectable. are available and of interest to but practice is a requisite. In
order to get this practice the (I STOVES AND RANGES
The limits of the series are thus its members.
students will give all the lec- (I ARE ALWAYS COMprobably determined by our inThen aside from this, those
ability to detect differences rath- organizing the club had another tures and conduct the work of (I PLETE.
er than by any natural limits purpose in view, though it is not the club. Its members will
which the series may have. We stated in the constitution, that thereby, gain knowledge and eximparting
this
are the spectators of a similar is the handling and presenting perience in
phenomenon on a large scale. of a difficult subject before a knowledge to others. The facThe earth is continually sweep- class. Some of our .members ulty members present will as ing up meteors in its path and have alrady had teraining in sist in the discussions.
We hope that this organizaM p A N y
C 0
as a result of this it must be :viiss Huntsman's public speaktion will be permanent
and
ing class . There is something grow in to the livest and most .:i---more than the ordinary public successful organization
of its .\NSWERS TO CHEM . QUESTIONS
speech, however, in that the ex- kind in the institution.
Chem. I.-The
difference in
planation of this kind are mathchemical and physical change is
ematical and must be exact.
that a chemical change is perDO)IESTIC SCIENCE
Many of these students are
manent and a physical change is
planning to teach chemistry in
A little boy stopped to watch temporary. For instance, if a
combine<!makes clear the ,·eason the high schools of the state,and the girls at work. Finally he fellow gets his eye blacked in a
why SPALDINGs are outfitters to elsewhere. For a man to be asked, "What kind of pie are football game it is a physical
champions, whose hnplemen
successful as a teacher, he must you making?"
"Lemon Merin- change; if he gets killed its a
must be Invariably right.
e able to impart his knowledge gue Pie," answered Mrs. King. chemical change.
Write tor a Free Illustrated
to his pupils. There are many The boy disappeared
but re- Physiological Chem.-"DigesCatalogue.
h f .
h
A. .G SPALDING & BROS.
w o ~11 as teac ers because of turned presently with the query, tion begins in the mouth and
21 E. 2nd s. st., Salt Lake, utah. 1not bemg able to do this.
Ofj "What did you say the pie's ends in the big and little testacourse, public speaking is an middle name was?"-(from
D.) ment."

frank 0. Re)'nolds,M. D
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TheRoyalConfectionery
Company
oTUDENTS l{NOW HOW TASTY OUR REFRESIIN".EN'.1:S ARE AT
COJ,LJ,;GE PAlt'J'IES.
TRY OUR HOT LUNCHEONS.
l<'INE CAN•
DIES, ICE CUEAMS ANI> SHERBETS ...
New Stand.
Good Scn•icc.
Always \Velcome.
Phone 622.
No. HI North Main

Ward McAlister was a soro- thT~e b~nd was appreciated at
In the Seventh ward chapel
George Cahoon returned
to
sis visitor Sunday.
e rac meet Saturday.
. Sunday night there wasn't even his home in Murray Tuesday.
Miss Gladys Smith has re- room for an argument.
Who is librarian for the Ag.
A bunch of keys have been
club?-the
table.
turned from a visit to Provo.
Did you ever know-That
an found. Owner call at RegisWe expect no embarrassing
Miss Mary Clark, of Brigham assay ton contains the same trar's office.
as an
moments at the Kollege Korn- was a guest at the Theta house number of milligrams
Prof.
Peterson. - What is
avoirdupois ton contains tro,y
mers.
Saturday and Sunday.
characteristic of an arid counounces?
try?
Dr. West makes his physical
Tuesday evening Miss Glenna
Will G. Farrell, of the BeneBurt.-An
arid country is one
chemistry so interesting that a Ballantyne entertained the The- ficial Life Insurance company,
half grown dog has joined the tas at her home. A very pleas- of Salt Lake, will give a lectur e where perspiration exceeds precipitation.
class.
••nt evening was spent.
to the Commercial club in room
302 at 2 :20 this afternoon. All
Overheard at the 7th ward,
The entire
battalion
spent
It ha s been rumored and are invited to attend.
Sunday night.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- practically admitted by himself ,
He, (looking for a seat) .day in getting some experience that "Snip" Knud sen is the latStudent.- "Professor,
what
in army maneuvering.
· est addition to the Benedict s.
would I get if I poured hydro- "Shall we squeeze in here?"
She .- "Oh, I'd rather
waif
chloric acid on potassium cyanuntil we get home."
Sorosis were entertained by
'I'he Sorosis will conduct a ide?"
the Thetas at Murdock's las.t cake sale at Howell-Cardon' s,
Professor.-"A
lot of flowers
The Student Body certainly
Wednesday evening. Margaret Saturday, beginning at eleven and a free ride."
enjoyed the tug of war SaturWilkinson read Barry's "Rosa- o'clock. Come early to avoid
Ethel,
looking
at
her
new
day
between the Ag. Club and
lind", after which dancing was the rush.
hrother.-"Papa,
did the docl-:ir the Faculty.
The former's
enjoyed and refreshments serv strength was very noticeable,
Saturday night the Misses Al- bring little brother?"
ed.
Papa.-"Yes,
dearie."
, but the strength of the faculty
ta Owen, Leora Thatcher, JesEthel,
reflectively. - "Well, W<!S microscopic; in fact, they
We are delighted to see the sie Spafford, Edna Hansen, Ione
good attendance of students at Feldstead, Lora Bennion and daddy, would you mind trying did not even make their appearance on the field.
chapel lately. Where are the Karma Parkinson became full another doctor."
faculty?
Don't they have to fledged member s of the Sigma
go? Let's hold student body Theta Ph i sorority.
meetings. They are more inFound on Dr. Hill's deskteresting.
H ere's to the girl wit h ruby lips,
And may she hold fiill sw ay
Last Saturday - evening the
LOGAN, UTAH
Theta girls participated in a Her lips may be reel and hard
to beat
slumber party. From reports
of the near neighbors, it seems But I'll put mine against them
Capital and Surplus $120,000.00
any day.
that they were as slumberle ss
as a mixture of hydrogen and
From Chem. I Papers-An
We Solicit Accounts of the Faculty and)
chlorine in the light. In their
Student Body, and shall be pleased to
slumber the "High Cost of Liv- acid is an alkali and turns red
(
ing" was mention ed. The girls litmus blue. Hydrogen is a gas
have our share of the College b_usiness
a were dangerously
sleepy the that, when it goes through
next day.
tube, it whistles. When you"--,::::::.::-=======================~
treat sodium with water-merA Benedict and his little boy cury is formed.
passed the old man who sits on
Information
wanted - Two
the corner turning his hand-or- rlisguis•ed ladies sitting in the
gan . "Daddy, what's the mat- bottom of a gravel wagon were
"Where only the best ls good enough ." Launderers
and Dry Cleaners.
ter with that man?" asked the the cause of some comment as Club.
Suits Dry Cleaned and Steam Pressed $1.50 . Join our Sult Pressing
We are here to serve you. Command us .
child. "He's blind," the wise they paraded the streets last
Phone 438
Logan, Utah.
46 E. Center
father replied. The organ stop- Saturday.
As they passerl the ~========================-.::
ped and the play~r put in an- , German meeting house, they .,
o~her roll. _The little fellow no- were seen pouting and conversBring Up Your
ticed ~hat 1t had stoI?ped a!ld ing interestingly.
The people
when 1t started
agam, said, nearby decided that they must
"Daddy, that man's blind again.' be foreigners.
·1

Cache
Valley
.Banking
Co.

Whenyouthinklle<1nliness,
Think
AMERICAN
STEAMLAUNDRY
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Your shoes are under constant inspection. They are on
"Parade" all the time. If they are old or ill fitting they will
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not do you credit.
While at school buy those "better shoes" from

Andreas Peterson & Sons
Shoes that's All.
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ATHLETICS.
----

LIFE

Aggies in 1 :37. Van Leuv<!r., 1/
Kapple, Voorhies and Hugh PeTRACIC
terson ran for the A. C.
B. Y. C. athletes no match for
• • •
Aggies.
IlASEHAl,I,
Before a good sized crowd of
Monday afternoon, the A. C.
students and townspeople, the baseball boys went down to the
Putty, Sand and White Ttopped Lace and
A. C. beat the B. Y. C. with B. Y. C. to teach the B. Y. C.
he wide
margin of
191/2 lads how to play the "national"
Button_ Boots ................................ .........$2.85 to $5.00
Strap Slippers, Pumps and Colonials
o 28½ points. The B. Y. C. game. The B. Y. C. team,
earn was · composed of a few which is composed principally
at ..................................... ...................... ..$2.25 to $5.00
individual stars. On the other of high school players, put up
hand, the A. C. athletes have the a plucky little fight. But of ·
possibilities of rounding into a course the A won-9-5.
At
veil balanced team. No records times the game was spirited,
were broken, but good time was much enthusiasm being maniWe Give S; & H. Stamps
made Snow
in several
events. Petertimes.
Ourkind
team
-'~~-=_=_=_=_=_==__=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_==__=_=
__
=_===.fl'~
sen,
and Anderson
were fested
played at
theallmost
ragged
of ,L..
·
the big point winners for the game. All the members of the
-----i
A. C., while Sheffield and Price team were not there; some
were the big point winners .for didn't even know the game was
ROAD SHOWS_ VAUDEVILLE
lhe B. Y. C. Price won the to be played. Hence the poor
quarter mile easy, and he has l'lays . What our players need
Orchestra Second to None.
Open Every Night.
a good chance of placing in ii, the sludents to back them, to
FEATURE PHOTOPLAYS.
the State meet. Following are make them hit, run, slide, dive,
MATINEES SATURDAYS AND HOLIDAYS.
the results:
push, hurry!
100-yard dash-Peterson,
A.
• * •
'l;
first; Sheffield, Y, second; VoorTENNIS
bees, A, third. Time-10 :2.
Nelson won the Titus medal
220-yard dash-Peterson,
A, and championship in the sing first; Kapp le, A, second; Shef- !es. Odell and Carrington won
'
field, Y, third. Time-22 flat.
the championship in the .doub440-yard run-Price,
Y, first; le.s. These men will represent
Beckman, A, second; Van Leu- 1the College in tennis this year .
ven, A, third. Time-54.
The B. Y. U. tennis team
880-yard run-Anderson,
A, will play us on our own courts
first; Price, Y, second; Ford- next Monday. Come on studham, A, third. Time-2 :7.
ents, and see our men in action!
Are out. Have you received
Mile run-Anderson,
A, first; Show some spirit.
Help from
one?
Hillam, A, second; Davis, Y, the grandstands is about half
If not let us know and we'll be
third. Time-4 :48.3.
in winning the contests.
See
glad to furnish you with one.
Low hurdles-Voorhies,
A, the fascinating game.
You'll find it well worth having.
first; Geddes, Y, · second;
S.
* * * ·
Peterson, Y, third. Time-28 :1.
The A. C. track team goes to
High hurdles-Brossard,
A, Provo to compete •with the B.
tirst; Owens, Y, second. No Y. U. athletes, Saturday, May
other entry. Time-18 :2.
1.
Pole vaultt-Madsen,
A, first;
Dorton, A, second; Hess, Y, THE RELATIONSHIP OF
third. Height-10
feet 6 inches.
CHEMISTRY TO INDUSTRY
High jump-Oberhansley,
A,
--first; Wright, Y, second; PederChemistry is intimately con,,on, Y, Vorhees, A, tied for nected with all phazes of industhird. Height-5
feet 6 inches. try. Agriculture, mining, comBroad jump- Sheffield, Y, merce and home economics rest ....
~1::========================q-,,.
1irst; Kapple, A, second; Aldous firmly upon the foundation stone =
.,~=========-=
__=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_
A, third.
Distance-20
feet 7 chEJnistry. In the beginning all
inches.
industry rested only on an empi- portion. It must also be rememCheap Hardware is not
Shot put-Snow,
, A, first; rica l basis. But with the birth bered that it was a chemist cheap, but "High." The best
Twitchell, A, second; Luke, A,' and . devel<;>pment of modern who devised the Babcock test. Hardware is not "High" but
third.
Distance--39
feet 5 chemistry mdustry was placed The true value of the milk pro- cheap. We sell the best.
inches.
upon a truly scientific basis.
duced is demonstrated
by the
Hammer
throw-Snow
A
Fifty years ago Baron Von applications of chemistry.
The
iirst; Jarvis, A, second; Wllson'. Liebig ~aid "Agr!culture is.of all entomologist must turn to chemA, third. Distance-137
feet 7 mdustrial pursuits, the richest istry for information regarding
inches.
m facts, and the poorest in their his sprays,
insecticides
and
Discus throw-Snow
A first. comprehension . Facts are like poisons. Without the applicaOberhansley, A, second; 'Peter'. <;rains of .sand whic~ ru:e moved tion of modern chemistry
the
A Dollars Worth
son, A, third. Distance-113
by the wmd, but prmc1ples are en_tomologist would never have
feet 6 inches.
these same grains cemented into been heard from but would have
For A Dollar
Relay-Half
mile. Won by ro~ks .. Since that .time the ap- been consumed by his own inphcatJons of chemistry to agri- sects. The poultry man is deculture has been the cement pendent upon chemistry for con- omic world today is stirred as
I SOCIETY
which has cemented these facts crete information regarding his never before to devise methods
ct-,un
;nto tl:e principals of modern ag- feed, the proper method of mix- of securing dyes which are pro'IMTF:RNITY
riculture as we now know it. The ing. Modern artificial incubator duced ent ir ely in the chemical
a'U"onomist is dependent upon has been developed by app licat i- iaboratories, modern wars are
e,hemistry for acurate knowledge on of chemistry. The veterinary dependent upon the chemist for
of his crops and soils . The mod- surgeon likewise calls upon the the modern explosives, dyna'ALWA \"S IN THE IDGREST
.~rn conception of the plant foods chemist for help and receives it mite, and guncotton,
modern
STYLE OF THE ART
and the proper nutrition
of in the form of antispectic agents transportation
would be imposplans have been developed by
As it is with agriculture so it sible without the steel rail
'th
the applications of chemistry.
is with other forms of industry. which in turn could not be pro. fill
Il
The animal husbandman is de- Mining is depndent upon che::n- duced · without the applications
Promptness
our Hobb
I pendent upon chemistry for the istry for the methods of extrac- ;-of chemistry.
Chemistry
thus
1
j knowledge of the composition of tions of gold, silver, copper and iaffects us in all of our relations
------------'
his feeds and their proper pro- other valuable metals. The econ- with the common affairs of life.
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